Inequalities in Europe and Central Asia are on the decrease.

The middle class in Eurasia has tripled in size.
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That’s 90 million people who live with US$10-$50 per day.

And 40 million fewer people living in poverty. = The population of Poland

Europe and Central Asia has been comparatively more equal and is now better integrated globally.

Follow us: #TalkInequality | @UNDPEurope
But progress is at risk.

Commodity prices are collapsing.
Remittances are down.
Growth is sluggish.

50% of workers are in vulnerable employment in some countries.

Creating better jobs + eliminating exclusion, + closing the gender gap = URGENT.

Greening economies can produce multiple benefits.

And so can solving frozen conflicts and ending corruption.

Follow us: #Talkinequality | @UNDPeurasia